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PHONES



1: 

REMOTE

WORKING

> With the present emphasis on remote 
working all NEC IP terminals can be 
easily configured from a remote 
location

> Whether the location is the home office 
or another location, NEC IP terminals 
can be configured to suit



2: HD 

AUDIO 

QUALITY

> NEC IP terminals all offer superior 
quality high definition audio 
offering full super wideband 
technology 

> This includes the G.722 codecs 
where required ensuring your calls 
and conversations are as clear as if 
you were in the same room



3: 

VIDEO 

DOOR PHONE 

SUPPORT

> Using the GT890 video terminal 
building security is always the highest 
priority 

> Offering the support of video door 
phones gives the insurance that you 
can see your visitor prior to opening 
the door



3: 

VIDEO 

DOOR PHONE 

SUPPORT Cont.

> Utilising the XML Push capability of the 
NEC terminals InSnapshot uses this to 
display an image on the key telephone 
display - this has a number of 
applications;

> CCTV monitoring

> Door entry

> Secure areas

> Room monitoring

> Web statistics 
display

> It is possible to have multiple keys for 
multiple images, and to assign different 
keys to different phones

> For example different phone models or 
requirement to monitor different 
cameras or display different images



4:

IP PASS 

THROUGH

> If the network infrastructure of your 
premises is at a premium all NEC IP 
terminals offer the flexibility of supporting 
a second RJ45 network port 

> This enables for the connection of 
additional equipment such as computers, 
saving the potential expense of additional 
network cabling



5: 

XML OPEN 

INTERFACE 

SUPPORT
> Enables integration with productivity 

tools such as call directories, images 
and more

> NEC applications take advantage of 
this functionality

> DT900 terminals from NEC offers XML 
integration to various applications 
including BCT and hospitality to tailor 
the users experience



6:

CALL

SECURITY
> Security is always paramount 

> With TLS and SRTP security 
encryption technology available 
your calls and accounts can be 
protected



> Whether you are working from the 
home office, hotdesking or office 
based NEC offers the flexibility of 
taking your extension with you

> With hotdesking you can simply 
login to any terminal or in todays 
health conscious world you can 
simply take your terminal with you

7: 

LOCATION 

FLEXIBILITY



8: 

FULL COLOUR 

DISPLAY
> Large range of NEC IP terminals offer 

full colour displays offering a bright, 
clear user experience ensuring full 
clarity at all times



> All NEC IP terminals offer the flexibility 
Power over Ethernet (PoE)

> PoE offers the ability for the terminals 
to be powered via the network of the 
customers premises saving the 
potential extra cost of additional 
electrical sockets

> All NEC DT900 terminals plus the GT210 
support the low power type 1 
requirement, with only the GT890 
requiring class 4

9: 

BUILT 

IN PoE



10: 

BE PREPARED 

FOR THE 

ISDN SWITCH 

OFF

> From 2025 analogue & ISDN networks will be ‘end of 
life’ with no support from your network provider

> With IP handsets this is further covered with future-
proof VoIP/SIP technology meaning no additional 
equipment for trunk and extension communication

> NEC communications platforms and terminals ensure 
that your future is secure, safe in the knowledge that 
infrastructure is protected for the future


